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ABSTRACT: An exciton formed by the delocalized electronic excitation of paired nanoemitters
is interpreted in terms of the electromagnetic emission of the pair, and their mutual coupling with
a photodetector. A formulation directly tailored for fluorescence detection is identified, giving
results which are strongly dependent on geometry and selection rules. Signature symmetric and
antisymmetric combinations are analyzed and their distinctive features identified.
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INTRODUCTON
The concept of optical nanoantennas is based on the nanoscale miniaturization of features that
are well-established in radio-frequency technology.1-3

Current designs usually exploit the

unusual dispersion properties associated with the plasmonic response of metallic nanoparticles at
optical frequencies.

Recently, attention has turned to shaping the directionality of optical

emission through nanoantenna element coupling.4-9 Enhancing the efficiency of nanoemitters via
interaction with nanoantennas (often composed of gold) is attracting much interest;10-16
similarly, the capacity to influence light emission with dielectric nanoantenna arrays is also well
recognized.17 Along with the burgeoning interest in nanoantennas, attention has now begun to
focus on the interplay between fluorescence emitted from closely separated sources.18-20
Prominent among the potential applications include solar energy collection, microscopy and
sensing.21-23
Seeking to exploit the enhanced intensities of emission that can result from nanoantenna
interactions, the following analysis addresses particular features arising from nanoemitters in
close proximity. In detail, this investigation aims to secure a thorough understanding of the
quantum mechanisms operating between a pair of electromagnetically coupled dielectric
nanoparticles. Earlier groundwork calculations,24 focusing on energy transfer across the pair
alongside an emission process, first identified characteristic features in pair fluorescence whose
detection we now address. For the first time, rigorous results are presented that will directly
predict the signal registered by a photodetector, enabling the process to be fully interpreted.
Crucially, these results depend on the positioning of the detector with respect to the location of
the emitter pair, and on the orientation of the detector transition dipole moment with respect to
the dipole pair responsible for the emission. The explicit coupling of the nanoemitters with the
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detector is included in the theory, leading to a formulation directly tailored for experimental
application. The following analysis introduces a construct amenable to the identification of both
near- and far-field properties, so that the framework will be applicable not only to a conventional
remote detector, but also the near-field microscope setup that is our present focus. Detailed
reviews on near-field theory and instrumentation are found in refs 25 and 26.

THEORETICAL METHODS
Let us consider a system comprising three essential components: two emitters (labeled A and B)
and a photodetector, D. The detector is assumed to comprise a suitably absorbing molecular
component placed on a support that is movable in the near-field, as for example one held on an
AFM tip. Initially A or B occupies an excited state m, whilst its neighbor is within its ground
state 0; detector D is originally in its similarly-labeled ground state. Following the emission
process, A and B will be in their ground states, while D is promoted to an excited state γ through
the act of detection. The energy difference between state m (or γ) and 0 is given by the photon
energy of the fluorescent emission, ck .
Detection of the sought optical emission is a result of energy being transmitted from the
nanoemitter pair to the photodetector. To properly describe this transmission, we consider both
the electromagnetic coupling that operates between each emitter and the detector, and also the
coupling between the emitters (involved in producing distinctive features in the pair
fluorescence) within a single quantum framework. This is achieved by determining a quantum
amplitude, the modulus square of which produces an experimental observable, i.e. the rate of
detection. With the excitation localized on A, the quantum amplitude (denoted by MA) is defined
as;
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M A  M DA  M DAB  M DBA  M BDA .

(1)

The leading term of equation (1) signifies direct coupling of D with A – the explicit expression
for which is written as;27

M DA  i 0  D Vij  k ; R DA   0j m  A .

(2)

Here, the superscripts on the transition dipoles, , designate the nature of the transition, e.g.  0
denotes the transition  0, and RDA is the displacement of A with respect to D; summation over
repeated Cartesian indexes is also implied. The other, higher-order, terms of equation (1) which
relate to distinct combinations of pairwise coupling (one such arrangement is presented in Figure
1) are highly dependent on the relative positioning of the two nanoemitters. Extending the use of
the superscripts on M to represent intermolecular connectivity, we have;28
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where Vij  k ; R  signifies a electrodynamical coupling tensor that acts between two components,
separated by a displacement R of length R, serving to define the intermolecular (pairwise)
transfer of emission; if zero energy is exchanged, i.e. k = 0, the coupling is described as static.
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Moreover, the transition polarizability tensor αfi(ξ), given explicitly within ref. 29, represents the
capacity of molecule  (i.e. A, B or D depending on the equation) to undergo a two-photon
interaction. Generally, all four terms of equation (1) will contribute to the quantum amplitude
MA, as they connect the same initial and final system states.

Figure 1. Coupling configurations described by quantum amplitudes M

DA

and M

DAB

. The

coupling between A and B in the latter is static due to k = 0, illustrated by a dashed line. Two
other forms of coupling arise, not depicted here, corresponding to expressions in the second and
third lines of equation (3): these are configurations centered on B and D.

Since the modulus square of the entire amplitude M A directly relates to the fluorescence
detection signal, cross-terms corresponding to quantum interference between the various
contributions will also have physical significance. The leading term is provided by the modulus
square of equation (2); this is the principal contribution to the detector signal, followed by
quantum interference between MDA and the three higher-order amplitudes. Which of the latter
contributions is the next-leading term will depend upon their relative magnitudes, as primarily
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determined by the relative displacements of the components – and by the particular selection
rules for single-photon and two-photon transitions (associated with transition dipole and
transition polarizability interactions, respectively). For example, if A and B are chemically
different, and their decay transitions are two-photon and one-photon forbidden, respectively, then
MDAB and MBDA will vanish. In such a case, the foremost contribution to the detector signal that
is sensitive to the relative positioning of A and B corresponds to 2e  M DA M DBA  .
When A and B are identical, significant additional effects arise, since delocalization of the
initial excitation across the emitting pair occurs – i.e. an exciton is formed.

In these

circumstances, the initial quantum state is described by a superposition of two localizedexcitation states, with the appropriate normalization factor included. The relevant combinations,
denoted as either symmetric i  or antisymmetric i  , are defined explicitly by:30

i   21/2 D0

A

m

B0  A0 Bm



,

(4)

where the subscripts denote the status (excited or unexcited) of each molecular state. The
nanoemitter pair may undergo fluorescent emission from each of these two exciton states, and
the quantum amplitude for the detection of either process is given by;

M   21/2  M A  M B  .

(5)

Each superscript on the right designates the effective position of the localized excitation.
Moreover, MA is provided by equation (1), and the chemical similarity implies that the
expression for MB takes exactly the same form, with the labels A and B interchanged.
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The character of the detected signal then depends on the capability of resolving two
components in the exciton state. Generally, the coupling of the two emitter states will lead to
degeneracy splitting of magnitude 2i0m  A Vij  k ; R AB   0j m  B . If the magnitude of this coupling
is small, and the emission lines in consequence overlap, the detected emission rate will be
proportional to  M  2  M  2  – reducing to the summed result for the independent emitters, i.e.

M

A 2

 MB

2

 . However, a more interesting case is where the detector is capable of resolving the

doublet formed by the symmetric and antisymmetric emission lines.

In this instance the

associated signals is determined by M  2 and M  2 respectively. This leads to the possibility of
identifying novel features, which is our focus below.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The present analysis enables us to identify the variation in detected signal as a function of the
detector position.

For illustrative purposes, the electric field26,27 created from the twin

nanoemitters can be identified with the result generated by excluding   0  D  from the above
quantum amplitude expressions. A representation of the distribution in optical phase is then
determined from the arctangent of the imaginary part, divided by the real part, of the electric
field.31

Figure 2 shows plots of the fluorescence signal measured by the detector in the

near-field, colored by a representation of the optical phase distribution in the detected field. As
shown by Figure 2, there are striking differences in the behavior exhibited by each exciton.
Although both M+ and M– are equal combinations of the two localized-excitation fluorescence
amplitudes MA and MB, the difference of sign in their combination is equivalent to the
introduction of a π-phase difference between the two emission components, i.e.
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M   21/2  M A  ei M B  . The colors of the brightest regions in Figure 2, nearest A and B,

exhibit the phases of MA and MB, as each localized-excitation component dominates when D is so
close to one of the emitters. An interesting consequence of positioning D equidistant from A
and B is that M– vanishes. This is clearly seen in the lower image of Figure 2; note the nodal
plane halfway between A and B, which visibly distinguishes the antisymmetric exciton from the
symmetric case.

Figure 2: Modulus (brightness) and complex argument (color hue) of the optical fields emitted
by: symmetric exciton (left); antisymmetric exciton (right), for near-field positions of the
detector D. The transition dipoles of A and B are oriented perpendicular to the exhibited plane,
and the detector dipole is rotationally averaged, to obviate orientation dependence. The
nanoemitters are centered on the cross-marks: the length scale is in units of one wavelength.
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CONCLUSIONS
A number of interesting conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. It has been shown that
excitonic fluorescence emitted by an electronically coupled pair of nanoemitters produces a
highly characteristic signal. By specific inclusion of the emission detector in the calculations,
our results are directly tailored for practical application. In cases where excitation is localized on
a single nanoemitter, coupling with a nearby counterpart produces fluorescence with a distinctive
dependence on the relative position and orientation of the pair, and on the static polarizability of
each emitter. Conversely, when the initial excitation is delocalized across the pair, the emission
conveys signature features characteristic of an exciton doublet. Maps of the detailed intensity
and phase distribution reveal striking departures from the character of single-center emission.31
For example, using a movable detector, studies of the emission should readily identify a
significant dip in detector signal at positions equidistant from the two emitters, in the
antisymmetric exciton case.

It is interesting to draw a parallel with experimental studies

involving the same coherent dipole-dipole coupling that we describe.32 In that research, under
intense laser irradiation both A and B are excited, rather than merely one of the pair.
In future work we plan to adapt our quantum formulation to address such a case, again seeking
to elicit distinctive properties of the ensuing radiation.

Continuing to pave the way for

experimental studies, a more comprehensive analysis of the collective fluorescence from arrays
comprising multiple emitters – including chemical differences, far-field behavior and
multiphoton effects – will also appear in upcoming work.
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